Detection of stimulus motion in 5-month-old infants.
Five-month-old infants were tested by the method of preferential looking for discrimination between a pattern undergoing oscillating apparent motion and an identical static pattern. Sensitivity to small spatial displacements was evident at temporal frequencies of 8 and 16 Hz. Preference for the moving display was related independently to the temporal frequency of oscillation and the magnitude of the spatial displacement. Preferences for the moving display increased asymptotically across spatial displacements from 11 to 89 arc min. Preferences peaked between temporal oscillation frequencies of 8 and 16 Hz. Preference was not related to the ratio of these two variables--velocity. The minimum displacement threshold of 7.36 arc min was found to depend on the size of the elements in the pattern and on the temporal frequency of oscillation. The results demonstrate that motion-sensitive mechanisms responsive to small spatial displacements are present at 5 months of age.